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Quad Description

The Quads are Starboard’s most versatile wave boards. The unique 
shape and the four fins generate maximum drive and acceleration, 
bringing an awesome production of speed, flow and power to 
your sailing in all wave & wind combinations. Stable and extremely 
responsive, the Quads are most rewarding when driven off the rails 
for powerful yet smooth turns.

The four-fin grip gives a very connected sensation to the wave yet 
they still have the ability to lose the tail when extended through the 
lip for a rotational move.

For 2014, a new Moreno Twins Pro Model has been developed for 
lighter riders and windy conditions. The 87 and 92 models have 
also seen their rocker lowered for better straight-line performance. 
All in all, the Quads still provide the same amazing levels of drive 
and control in a wide range of conditions along with a lively, 
controlled straight line planing sensation. 

The Quads come with a four fin-setup. Plugs 
are provided for a twin-fin option.
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Quad’s position in the range

The Quads sit beside the NuEvos and the Kode Wave to form Starboard’s core wave range.

The Quads are power-carving boards that produce drive and acceleration. These boards love to power up and down the wave face vertically, generating 
as much thrust and speed as possible. They are most rewarding when pushed hard off the rails, so better suited to full-rail power-turns as opposed to a 
snappier/looser rail-to-rail feel of the NuEvos. They are the most responsive to foot pressure and allow for immediate trajectory changes. The Quads are 
four-fin boards and the pads are single-layer 6mm pads with a unique and exclusive soft bumper under the heels.

 The powerful rail-driven wave board
 Generates maximum acceleration and drive, bringing an awesome production of speed, flow and power to your surfing
 Handles a huge range of conditions, even light wind and onshore

The NuEvos are the surfboard style waveboards that have a more flowing, surfing style. Top turns are especially tight. Bottom turns are effortless and 
efficient. Rail-to-rail transitions are smooth and flowing. The pads are specially designed for comfort, using a double-layered pad design with a low density, 
soft inside-layer. The twin fin set up gives it traction and grip in the turns while still allowing for release. The toed-in angles of the fins make the board more 
responsive to rider input and give the board a real surfboard feel.

The Kode Waves are faster, more aerial ‘next-generation’ style wave boards. The Kode Waves are for wave riders who like to blend tweaked aerials and
takas with wave-carving. Their speed and acceleration also make them the most ideal for big airs and double loops. They are twin fin boards that also offer 
a single fin option to turn them into a fast high-wind blaster with more traditional single-fin handling characteristics. The pads are single layer 10mm thick 
without bumpers.

Kode Freestyle Wave

NuEvo

Black BoxQuad

Kode Wave
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The Message 
DRIVE, POWER AND PERFORMANCE

WITH INSTANT RESPONSE TO RAIL PRESSURE, GET RADICAL WITHOUT EFFORT

“THE QUAD’S TRADEMARK IS STILL ITS REACTIVITY AND LIVELINESS IN THE SURF”  - WIND MAG TEST 2013

The most connected feel to the wave and generating maximum drive, the Quads produce awesome speed, flow and power without affecting the board’s rail-
to-rail transfer ability.

Everything about the Quad is about converting full-rail turns into an explosive flow of energy. With mono-concave and square-tail shapes, the Quads can 
generate this speed and power in every wind & wave condition. The lighter the wind, the more the Quad’s power is noticeable. Even in small onshore 
conditions, the Quad’s ability to generate speed out of a turn is unparalleled. In big side to side-offshore conditions, the Quads will generate an insane 
amount of drive, speed, flow and power as well as amazing reactivity for instant trajectory changes.

What's new?

For 2014, a new Moreno Twins Pro Model enters the range. At 67 liters, it allows lighter riders to rip.

The Quad 87 has seen its rocker lowered by 2 cm from mid-point forward for better planing performance and its outline is now 3 mm wider between the feet 
to provide more squirt and projection out of turns. The rails are now softer in the front to be even more responsive to foot pressure and easier to engage the 
bottom turn.

The Quad 92 has seen its tail kick slightly increased and now has a flat Vee in the tail for better planing performance and rail-to-rail reactivity.

The rest of the Quads remain unchanged, apart from the new fluorescent graphics.

Additional Information

“The Quad’s trademark is still its reactivity and liveliness in the surf. It is clearly the most responsive to foot pressure in the cutbacks and re-entries, allowing 
immediate trajectory changes. The board has a feel similar to surfboard and makes the maneuvers more radical. It is also the board requiring the least 
pressure to produce a radical and powerful cutback, plus the easiest to slide. During a bottom turn, the rails slices through the water like butter and the 
control in high-speed surfing has progressed and feels satisfying, especially since the board almost seems to turns by itself. The little back foot kick towards 
the end of the bottom turn becomes almost automatically in a 12 o’clock snap turn. With an immediate rail-to-rail transfer, the board is at ease in small 
turns.”

Excerpt from Wind Magazine – Waveboard Test 2013
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Mono-concave with curve on the rail 
to compliment turning and provide 
speed and drive on big and smaller 
waves alike.

Lowered rocker on the 
Quad 87 and 92 for better 
planing performance

The 87 and 92 now have 
softer rails and wider hips 
between the feet for easier 
turning and more projection 
out of turns. 

MorenoTwins Pro Model 67 
liters 

Squashed square-tail shapes create extra 
buoyancy that gives the Quads more 
versatility in lightwinds, in slower waves 
and in onshore conditions, while improving 
projection off the lip

Ultra-light Slot Boxes 13 
for minimal weight and 
wider tuning range

*Wood and Carbon weights are subject to +-5% tolerance. These weights are estimate figures. Final weights are not available at time of print and will be updated on to the website. 
  Sail range and fin range are recommended indications.

Product
Code

Name Volume
(litres)

Length
(cm)

Width
(cm)

Tail 
Width

(cm)

Weight
(Carbon)(kg)

Weight
(Wood)

(kg)

Sail 
Range

(m2)

Fin Fin box

1002140301001
1002140111001

Quad 67 Carbon
Quad 67 Wood 67 220 54 34.7 6.3† 6.4† 2.3-4.7

2 x Natural Wave 110 + 2 
x Natural Wave 130

4 x Slot Box 13

1002140301002
1002140111002

Quad 70 Carbon 
Quad 70 Wood 70 223 56 35.9 6.4† 6.5† 2.3-4.7

2 x Natural Wave 110 + 2 
x Natural Wave 130

4 x Slot Box 13

1002140301003
1002140111003

Quad 74 Carbon
Quad 74 Wood 74 227 57.5 36.8 6.6† 6.7† 3.0-5.0

2 x Natural Wave 110 + 2 
x Natural Wave 130

4 x Slot Box 13

1002140301004
1002140111004

Quad 77 Carbon
Quad 77 Wood 77 228 58 36.6 6.7† 6.8† 3.5-5.5

2 x Natural Wave 110 + 2 
x Natural Wave 130

4 x Slot Box 13

1002140301005
1002140111005

Quad 82 Carbon
Quad 82 Wood 82 229 58.5 37.3 6.8† 6.9† 4.0-6.0

2 x Natural Wave 110 + 
2 x Natural Wave 130 +  

Plugs

4 x Slot Box 13

1002140301006
1002140111006

Quad 87 Carbon
Quad 87 Wood 87 230 59.5 38.2 6.9† 7.0† 4.5-6.5

2 x Natural Wave 110 + 
2 x Natural Wave 140 +  

Plugs

4 x Slot Box 13

1002140301007
1002140111007 

Quad 92 Carbon
Quad 92 Wood 92 231 60.5 38.4 6.9† 7.1† 4.7-6.7

2 x Natural Wave 110 + 2 
x Natural Wave 150

4 x Slot Box 13

1002140301008
1002140111008

Quad 100 Carbon
Quad 100 Wood 100 231 60.5 38.2 7.0† 7.5† 4.7-6.7

2 x Natural Wave 110 + 2 
x Natural Wave 150

4 x Slot Box 13

Technical Specifications*

Key Features

NEW!

NEW!

NEW!

†
Estimated weight for reference purposes only. The actual production average weight is not yet available.
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"DRIVE, POWER AND PERFORMANCE"

"WITH INSTANT RESPONSE TO RAIL 
PRESSURE, GET RADICAL WITHOUT 
EFFORT"

“THE QUAD’S TRADEMARK IS STILL 
ITS REACTIVITY AND LIVELINESS IN 
THE SURF”  - WIND MAG TEST 2013"
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